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How systems climb through sadd/es from one basin to another in a mu/ti-dimensiona/ 
phase司pace01 reactionゆwmics，or in genera/， how reaction 砂namicsevo/ves on rugged energy 
/andscapes with multi-sadd/es is one ofthe most intriguing subjects over the past decade.百四
introduction ofthe concept of transition state by Eyring and Wigner in 1930s [1] gave us great 
insights in understanding the kinetics of chemical reactions. In a wide c1ass of chemical reaction 
theories [1・2]，it is commonly assumed the existence of a transition state， ora hypersurface， which 
divides the phase space into reactant and product regions， and over which a chemical reactive path 
crosses only once in its way of reaction. However， this no-return hypothesis is in general not 
satisfied in many reaction rate theories in which the reaction rates are usually overestimated due to 
the problem of local recrossings. The local recrossing problem， that is， under what circumstance a 
dividing hypersurface exists and how such hypersurface can be found in multi-dimensional phase 
space， remains one ofthe most challenging subjects in chemical physics. 
In order to resolve this problem， several generalization ofthe traditional transition state 
theory has been proposed. These inc1uded the variational transition state theory [3]， which finds the 
optimized dividing surface in the configurational space by minimizing the recrossings， and the 
generalized Langevin formulation proposed by Kramers [4]， Grote and Hynes [5]， which regards 
the recrossingsぉ mo/ecu/arfriction arisen from the bath degrees of freedom resulting in 
retardation of the reactive tr吋ectories.Despite their successes in estimating the reaction rates， none 
ofthese approaches can provide us a c1ear mechanical picture ofthe reaction dynamics when 
passing through the transition state. 
Recently， one ofthe authors (T.K.) [6] demonstrated th瓜， in the saddle regions of strongly 
coupled N-partic1e Hamiltonian systems， the action associated with the reactive coordinate (in 
phase space) tends to stay invariant even up to energies high enough for the dynamics of the bath 
degrees of freedom to become chaotic. It has been shown that this regularity in the saddle region 
has its dynamical origin in the existence of a phase space geometrical structure called normally 




kinetics by letting us recognize what kinds of initial conditions are most likely to lead a system 
through a saddle. Furthermore， the network formed by the stable/unstable invariant manifolds of 
NHIMs together with their homocliniclheteroclinic intersections with each others offers us the 
slaleton of reaction dynamics in the multi-dimensional phase space. This skeleton then provides us 
the road map ofhow reactions take place in multi-saddle and multi-basin energy landscapes. 
Despite of the important role it plays in the study of reaction dynamics in terms of phase 
space structure， the prope凶esofNHIMs have stil not been fully understood. To our best 
knowledge， the LCPT carried out so far in the construction ofNHIMs in the literature normalized 
al degrees of freedom including both the reactive and bath modes. This means that the normalized 
Hamiltonian is completely integrable near thesaddle region. We will cal such case asfull LCPT. 
One advantage of ful LCPT is th剖thedynamics ofthe normalized coordinates can be solved 
exact1y due to the integrability. However， one can easily notice that ful LCPT fail to reveal the 
chaotic properties ofNHIM since it is well known that the on-set of chaos is caused by resonance 
overlapping and non-integrability in Hamiltonian dynamics [8]. Therefore， inorder to explore the 
chaotic regime ofNHIM and its stable/unstable manifolds， we carry out a modified normalization 
procedure in our research in which only the reactive mode is normalized. This means that the 
normalized Hamiltonian is cyclic only in the normalized coordinates associated with the reactive 
mode. We cal this normalization scheme as partial LCPT. Since the resonance terms are kept in 
the bath modes， one can then investigate various chaotic properties ofNHIM and its stable/unstable 
invariant manifolds such as the transition to chaos and the breakdown 01 normal hyperbolicity. 
With the help ofboth the ful and partial LCPT scheme， we are able to give an explicit 
visualization of the molecular dynamics associated with the phase space geometrical structures 
discussed above. We can also demonstrate the corresponding motions of the molecules inside the 
NHIM with various energies above the saddle point. In particular， we can clariち，from our graphical 
presentation the difference between the motions corresponding to the normallorm coordinates， 
which is obtained by ful (or partial) LCPT and those 
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